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 Protection Pads
Polypropylene Pads

Code Description Size Weight
Superslim Polypropylene Pad 6mm 220 x 171 x 6 0.22kgSSX10047

Fixes to end of Superslim Soldier

Paraslim Soldier Bearing Pad 145 x 170 x 6 0.15 kgPSX10034
Fixes to end of Steel Soldier.  Part of 2700 Paraslim Soldier assembly
(PSX10033).  Does not need to be called off separately

Paraslim Tilt Plate Bearing Pad 145 x 145 x 6 0.12 kgPSX10035
Fixes to face of Paraslim Tilt Plate.  Part of Paraslim Undercarriage
assembly (PSX10032).  Does not need to be called off separately

A set of dense white plastic pads used primarily in Paraslim applications.
Provide a rigid bearing and a degree of protection for the beam or girder finish.

Neoprene Pads
Code Description Size Weight

Neoprene Pad - Superslim 220 x 172 x 6 0.34kgSSX10043
Fixes to end of Superslim Soldier

A hireable black stiff rubber pad in the same pattern as a Superslim End Plate
for use as follows:
1. 2. 3.

Fixed to the end of a
Superslim Soldier in
dead shore
applications to take up
any variations and
negate the
requirement for a
rocking head.

Placed between a Rapidshor
Tilt Head and Superslim
primary beam to prevent the
components sliding past each
other for soffit angles between
5 and 20 degrees. (30 degrees
with attention given to surface
preparation)

Placed in a bolted
joint to provide the
small degree of
required rotational
suspension in
machine skate
mounted travellers or
other structures.

Fixing of Pads
All pads fixed to end plates using 4No. M10x35 CSK Set
Pins, M10 Nuts and M10 Special Rocking Head Washers
(Codes BNU11005, BNU11001, SSU10029).


